Our standout edition

Key Features

SIEMonster MSSP Edition is a Security Operation
Centre Multi-tenancy software. This edition stand out
from the rest as it allows MSSP’s to provide SIEM as a
Service capability to their own customers in their own
environment whether it be in Amazon AWS or on
BareMetal.
As hackers, we considered what we’d want if we need
to look after multiple tenants and decided that a
shared platform allows for easy monitoring and keeps
the costs down for each tenant. The MSSP multi-tenant
edition is also perfect for companies that want to
isolated data across their organisations. For example a
university that centrally manages security events but
has isolated tenants for each campus or a bank with
separate branches.
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM)
provides a platform for companies to collect logs from
a variety of network, computer assets to monitor for
any threats and risks in their networks. On the clients
side, there is a centralized log collection server which
sends all information over a VPN to the MSSP
infrastructure. The customer can log on to their portal
and see the logs stored securely and separately 24
hours a day.
.

•

Available on Amazon AWS, VMware ESXI or
on BareMetal

•

Run in your own environment it is your
software in your environment, not a
federated model.

•

SIEMonster MSSP Edition Amazon AWS runs
with managed K8S and managed Kafka for
500k EPS

•

Customizable. SIEMonster allows you to
incorporate and integrate open source or
commercial tools into the suite

•

Quick rollout of new tenants

•

Most affordable tenant licensing on the
market.

•

As the MSSP you can charge your tenants
your own commercial rates.

•

SIEMonster Level 3 Support staff available to
assist you with your enquiries.

•

White labelling allows you to own SIEM as a
solution, under your own brand.

What exactly is Multi-tenancy
Multi tenancy can be defined as the ability to use the same software and interfaces to configure
resources and isolate customer-specific traffic and data.
Within the SIEMonster multi tenancy environment, multiple users who do not see each other’s data
share the same applications while running on the same operating system, using the same hardware
and the same data storage mechanism. It’s very clear, efficient and it’s secure.

SIEMonster MSSP Edition in AWS uses Managed Kafka
and K8S infrastructure to obtain this high EPS throughout.

The above is a screen shot showing
you how easy the SIEMonster
MSSP edition allows you to add
and remove tenants.
From here you can also manage
your tenants SOC alerts from one
dashboard.

A picture says a thousand words.. so we drew one

